Stop the Violence!!

Well before you start reading during the reading I want things to be in your head. Well of course I been bullied because I got bullied things changed about me. When a person gets bullied a lot of there feelings change and even the way they act change... Violence can be in many different ways like bullying or child abuse and also gun violence. Violence to me is something that shouldn't be done because the one who is doing it doesn't know how it feels like to the other person. My essay is going to prove why we should stop youth violence. Well because people hurt each other and pick on someone that things change about them things I plan on doing is getting more people in schools to help kids on how to deal with bullying.
Violence. It has affected my life by being hurtful and also by affecting my feelings. The sad part about this is that B was bullied at the Edwards middle school; the stuff that that person did to me hurt me but also physically. Not only that it affected my emotions to that person. At one point I kind of scared of him but the thing I couldn't get is why this person would do this to me. Or why would want to do this. But a thing I learned is that bullies have a little reason or way. They also get out these emotions by hurting people.

Violence has affected my life. Well have you ever thought how you should stop bullying or even prevent it or how you the bully can stop what you are doing and leave it all to the past and forgive the ones you hurt.
The causes of youth violence and example would be the person being bullied gets afraid and also gets problems with these drains and have people who help him. Some causes of youth violence can be the person ends up in drugs or gets medical doctors to help him for their need experience and there also causes for the bully can get in trouble or person goes to jail for hurting and the person being bullied gets bad conditions and also committing suicide well the bad conditions can be like me I get afraid and intimidated. Causes of youth violence well you seen your friend getting bullied well go to someone who has your attention. Also do something about it or you could just to bed them BCS stop.
What I can do about your
problem is to make new programs
to help students and more people
who know about these things before
so kids will know how to react to
bullying or even school classes
that you can be assigned to, to
learn more. Well like I said programs
can help they get your children
prepared for this kind of situation
of what to do to stop bullying
from happening. Will this teach them
to us and if it is about how
kids' parents abuse of them
because as drinking but parents
didn't know what they were doing
cause they had bad stuff in their bodies
like I said about child abuse. If
you have a family member who
thinks it does something it's
better to call help or in
school counselors can help
to.
Because picking on me lots of things can change about me my actions. What I plan is for people to help each other with bullying. My actions will help others by knowing how to deal with bullies and why we not to bully and each could show respect for one another. It could even help bullies sort things out between his fellow people around him and learn from his mistakes and also show bullies consequences and what they have to learn to not to do it again. Well everyone even you or one being bullied can try to be nice because remember, his not a robot, he still has feelings and a heart or in friends well if you end up not being his friend, one thing you can do is give advice if a bully comes up to me this What I will do.